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ABSTRACT

Multiresolution decomposition of images such as wavelet
transform has emerged as a key technique for Content Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR). Among various wavelets, the Ga-
bor wavelets have been found to present the best overall
performance in texture classification. Studies have demon-
strated that no single wavelet works well on all textures.
Inspired by this observation, we design an adaptive content-
based image retrieval system (A-CBIRS) which dynami-
cally selects the wavelet filter for feature computation de-
pending on the query pattern. Experiments show that this
adaptive wavelet selection scheme significantly outperforms
the Gabor wavelet bank on the Brodatz texture set.
Index Terms- Content-based image retrieval, Texture anal-
ysis, Wavelets, Gabor Filters

1. INTRODUCTION

Texture is an important property of many types of images.
While there isn’t a universally agreed definition of what
a texture is ([8]), features of a texture include roughness,
granulation and regularity.

Texture analysis is a challenging task. Randen et al.
([5]) have compared different approaches to texture char-
acterization using filtering and statistical methods. Filtering
approaches include: Laws masks, ring/wedge filters, dis-
crete cosine transforms, eigenfilters, optimized Gabor fil-
ters, linear predictors, dyadic Gabor filter-banks, etc. Statis-
tical approaches were among the first proposed in the liter-
ature and include co-occurrence, and autoregression meth-
ods. The conclusion of the survey was that various filtering
techniques produce different results for different images and
therefore no single approach performs best for all images.
However, algorithms using wavelet transforms achieve con-
sistently good performance and rank among the best ap-
proaches.

For wavelet-based multiresolution decomposition, sim-
ple features like means, variances, and moments are ex-
tracted from the wavelet subbands at each decomposition
level. Among various wavelets, Gabor filter banks have
been found to have the best performance in texture image
retrieval ([1][2][3]). The Gabor filter banks consist of ar-
bitrarily scaled and rotated filters ([6]) which extract tex-

ture characteristics (locality/resolution) in both spatial and
spatial-frequency domains.

As stateed in [4], humans tend to use different types
of information rather than just one classification method
when recognizing similar patterns. Hence, we may expect
that a system that combines several texture classification
methods in an efficient way would be closer to the human
performance. Our first step in this direction is a super-
vised texture-classification scheme that adaptively chooses
the “best” transform for a certain texture.

Inspired by the observations above, we designed an Adap-
tive Content-Based Image Retrieval System (A-CBIRS) where
different wavelet filters are dynamically selected to adapt
different query images to achieve an “optimal” performance
with regard to the given wavelet set.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the A-CBIRS architecture. Section 3 describes the texture
feature extraction process based on the transforms. Section
4 describes the training process and Section 5 details the
image retrieval process. Experimental results are presented
and analyzed in Section 6. Section 7 contains conclusions
and remarks.

2. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF A-CBIRS

There are two main stages to design the system, the training
process and the query process, as shown in Figure 1.

During the training process, for each texture category,
all transforms are ranked by their average retrieval perfor-
mance on the training image database (T-IDb). The ranking
information is stored in a category-wavelet database

�
in-

dexed by texture category. The training process produces
a training feature database T-FDb, which contains feature
vectors obtained by applying all the transforms on each im-
age in T-IDb. Given a query icon � , the query process first
performs the Gabor wavelet transform on it, then queries T-
FDb, and labels � with a category � . The category label is
determined by majority voting considering the top ten en-
tries retrieved. With � , � is indexed to get the optimal(best)
wavelet transform �����	��
 . Finally, based on �����	��
 trans-
form features, we query the testing (query) image database
(Q-IDb) with the given icon � .
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Fig. 1. The System Architecture of A-CBIRS

3. TRANSFORM FEATURE EXTRACTION

A-CBIRS utilizes a total of � ( �����	� ) transforms, DCT,
a Gabor filter bank and 14 other wavelets: DCT (w0), Haar
(w1), Daubechies 4 (w2), Daubechies 6 (w3), Daubechies
8 (w4), Antonini (w5), Villa (w6), Adelson (w7), Brislawn
(w8), Brislawn 2 (w9), Villa 2 (w10), Villa 4 (w11), Villa 6
(w12), Odegard (w13), Dyadic Mallat (w14), and Gabor fil-
ter bank (w15). Features are extracted from the transformed
images.

3.1. Feature Extraction

The DCT transform is performed once on an image, and the
9 coefficients from the uppermost left 3x3 matrix are taken
as features, representing the energy in the lower frequen-
cies.

For an image I, we perform a particular wavelet trans-
form twice. The first transform is applied on I itself, result-
ing in four subbands: LL, LH, HL, HH. The second trans-
form is performed on the subband LL, resulting in another
4 subbands, LLLL, LLLH, LLHL, LLHH. Therefore, the
total number of subbands from the two transformations are
7. For each of the seven subbands, we compute their mean
absolute value and variance as its features. In total, a 14-
dimensional feature vector is obtained for I.

HL

HHLH

LLLH LLHH

LLLL LLHL

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Multiresolution Decomposition (a) seven subbands
after applying wavelet transform twice; (b) an example im-
age (c) four subbands after applying the Haar wavelet trans-
form once on the example image (d) seven subbands after
applying the Haar wavelet transform twice on the example
image

In A-CBIRS, the Gabor filter bank consists of a total of
30 Gabor filters covering 5 scales and six orientations. We

apply such a bank of Gabor filters on I and obtain 30 filtered
images. For each of the 30 filtered images we calculate its
mean absolute value and variance as its features. Thereby, a
total of 60 Gabor transform features are produced.

For simplification, we use a feature vector 
 of N di-
mensions to represent any of the three types of feature vec-
tors, the 9-dimensional DCT transform one, 14-dimensional
wavelet transform one, and the 60-dimensional Gabor trans-
form one.
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A feature vector 
 is linked to a specific transform from
the total of � transforms. Therefore, for any image I, there
are � feature vectors corresponding to � transforms.

Let � be the N-dimensional vector space and � repre-
sent � feature vectors of an image, then

� �"!$#��%
 � �&
 � �	'(')')�%
+*-,	
/.102���435�7698:6��5; (2)

where # is the truth class of the texture image I.

3.2. Distance Measure

Given two feature vectors <�0=� and >?0=� from the same
transform, the Manhattan distance is used to measure their
dissimilarity, defined as:

@ ��<A��>B�:�DC �.)E � , F .HGJIK. , (3)

3.3. Feature Database

The build-up of the feature database (FDb) is done by com-
puting all the feature vectors for each image in an image
database (IDb), and storing these vectors in one or more for-
matted file (database). Querying FDb instead of IDb itself
will speed up the query process.

Given an image database IDb with M images, its FDb
can be described as:

LNMPO �"!$� � �Q� � �	'(')')�Q�:RS; (4)

4. TRAINING PROCESS

The lower diagram in Figure 1 displays the training process.
Given a training image database (T-IDb), the training

process first builds up the corresponding feature database T-
FDb as discussed in the previous section. Then, we query
T-FDb with every feature vector in T-FDb based on the dis-
tance measure (3) with self matches excluded.

Let <T�VU G
LNMPO ' � . 'W
�X , indicating the 8 th image’s

features based on the Y th transform, then, all the distances
computed form a set as,
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Then, the distances in
M X. are sorted in ascending or-

der. The retrieval effectiveness is measured by recall of �
defined as (6). The recall for querying

LNM-O
with < is � X. .
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The process above is repeated for all 8 and Y , 3 �Z6
8A6caZ� 35�96 Y6 � . Then, with regard to each trans-
form, we can compute the average recall from the recall set
! � X. ,�35�/698�6 aZ�435�N6 Y-6D� ; for each texture category.
Finally, for each texture category, all transforms are ranked
by their average recalls.

For each texture category, a transform � is associated
with a recall � , a structure like U �V!��+� � ; is used to de-
scribe this set-up. Then the training result of

�
on T-IDb

with � texture categories can be stated as (7).

� �!	U . , �N6 8 6�� ; (7)

After the training process, we obtain two databases, the
training feature database T-FDb and the training result database�

. In the next section, we’ll show how to use this informa-
tion for query processing.

5. QUERY PROCESS

The upper diagram in Figure 1 displays the query process.
Given a query icon �� , we first compute its Gabor trans-

form feature vector < , then query T-FDb with < in the fol-
lowing way:

M�� �"! @ [ �
@ �]<A��U G

LNMPO ' � [ 'W

� � , �N69_-6�a ; (8)

where � is the index of Gabor transform.
The top � ( �c�?��� in A-CBIRS) most similar images

will be chosen, mathematically expressed as,

 � �"!$� �� �Q� �� �	'(')'(��� �! ; (9)

From
 �

, a weighted (by recall) majority voting method is
used to choose the ”optimal” transform � ���	��
 .

Eventually, based on the � ��� ��
 transform, we perform
retrieval over the query image database Q-IDb with the query
icon �� . If �����	��
 is equal to � , �� ’s feature vector does not
need to be calculated again.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1. Brodatz Texture Database

We have used the Brodatz set of textures as our working set.
Each Brodatz texture image is digitized into a " ��#%$&"���# ,
256 grey-level image and cut into 20 subimages of size 'K�($
'K� . The whole set of 20 subimages compose the relevant set

for that particular texture. We have randomly divided this
set of 20 images into a training set (10 subimages) and a
testing set (10 subimages) and therefore we have a total of
�K��#��S� �K��#)$9��� images in the training set of T-IDb and
�K��#�� in the query set of Q-IDb.

6.2. Experimental Results

In the training process, we follow the steps in Section 4 to
build up a feature database T-FDb from the training image
set T-IDb and a training result database

�
. Then, several

query experiments are conducted.
At first, we query Q-IDb with each image in Q-IDb

based on each transform. Then, by the query process in
Section 5, we query Q-IDb with each image in Q-IDb based
on the adaptively selected transform. Self matches are ex-
cluded in the experiments.

Table 1 presents the number of texture images that show
a classification rate in a certain percentage interval. The
third column shows the highest achievable performance, count-
ing the number of times the average retrieval rate belongs
to a certain interval when using the “best” transform for
the testing set. The second column shows the results from
the proposed system where the pre-determined Gabor filter
bank is used. The first column shows the performance of the
Gabor transform on the testing set. Even if the adaptive sys-
tem does not reach the “ideal” performance it still presents
a clear improvement over using only the Gabor transform
retrieval.

Average Recall Gabor A-CBIRS Best
100%-90% 48 53 58
89%-80% 10 13 13
79%-70% 10 9 10
69%-60% 13 7 8
59%-0% 31 30 23

Table 1. Classification results for the 112 Brodatz textures

Figure 3 presents the performance comparison of all trans-
forms and A-CBIRS (the “bw” curve in the figure), and
Figure 4 shows the difference in performance between the
adaptively-chosen transform and the Gabor transform. In
both figures, the F axis represents the number of top images
retrieved and the I axis shows the corresponding average
retrieval rate computed on the testing set.

6.3. Analysis

As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, A-CBIRS consistently
outperforms the Gabor filter bank. Given any number ( * )
of top images retrieved, the average recall of A-CBIRS is
always higher than that of the Gabor filter bank. For * �+' ,
the average recall using A-CBIRS is �,' '(��-�. , about -�.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of retrieval performance of different
features based on 16 different transforms and the adaptive
system A-CBIRS (bw).

higher than that of the Gabor filter bank, a significant
improvement. In addition, according to Figure 3, we may
find that the Gabor filter bank always performs better than
any other transform and DCT has the worst performance,
which confirm the conclusions in [3] and [7].
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of the adaptively-chosen
transform (bw) of A-CBIRS and the Gabor transform
(w15).

The intermediate results also show that while in some
cases the performance of the transform chosen by the adap-
tive system is slightly worse than the Gabor transform per-
formance ( e.g. images d005, d023, d064) the performance
is dramatically higher for other images (e.g. images d028,
d074, d075, etc). Further investigation is necessary to de-
termine the causes of this variation in the performance.

On the other hand, compared with the best transform
(always select the best transform), the overall performance
of A-CBIRS is about

� ' � . lower. This difference means
that there is still much room for improvement of the trans-
form selection method. One way to correct the bias caused
by the usage of the Gabor filter to coarsely classify a query

icon prior to querying Q-IDb is to choose another method
for coarse texture classification to complement the Gabor
filter sets.

As expected the system overhead is high. The extra
overhead is caused by querying the training feature database
T-FDb. However, a smaller T-FDb will speed up the system
by removing redundancy.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have built an adaptive content-based image retrieval sys-
tem (A-CBIRS) which dynamically selects different wavelet
filters depending on the query image pattern. Experiments
show that this adaptive wavelet selection scheme signifi-
cantly outperforms a retrieval system that would use the
Gabor wavelet bank only. The current results are very en-
couraging. The overhead is minimized by precomputing the
features for the textures in the database. Future work would
concentrate on using other features besides the Gabor ones
to “guide” the search for the best texture and its attached
wavelet. Moreover, more transforms can be added to the
A-CBIRS setup, potentially improving its current perfor-
mance.
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